Anthropology

Douglas Armstrong – Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor

Book Chapters:


Articles:

doi:10.11141/ia.35.5.
Open Access at: [http://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue35/finch_index.html](http://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue35/finch_index.html)

Hans Buechler – Professor

Book review:

John Burdick – Professor

Article:

A.H. Peter Castro – Associate Professor

Other published:


**Christopher DeCorse** – Professor

**Book:**


**Obituary:**


**Azra Hromadzic** – Assistant Professor

**Article:**


**Lars Rodseth** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**


**Maureen Schwarz** – Professor

**Books:**


Theresa Singleton – Associate Professor

Article:

Cecilia Van Hollen – Associate Professor

Book published:
Economics

Badi Baltagi - Distinguished Professor

Book:

Book Chapters:


Articles:


**Kristy Buzard** - Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Donald Dutkowsky** – Professor

**Articles:**

“Interest on Reserves, Unregulated Interest on Demand Deposits, and Optimal Sweeping,” *Journal of Macroeconomics*, 38B: 192-202 (with David D. VanHoose).

**Duke Kao** – Professor

**Articles:**


**Jerry Kelly** – Distinguished Professor

**Articles:**


**Jeffrey Kubik** – Associate Professor

**Article:**

**Yoonseok Lee** – Assistant Professor

**Article:**

**Mary Lovely** – Professor and Chair; International Relations (UG)

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**


**Devashish Mitra** – Gerald B. and Daphna Cramer Professor of Global Affairs

**Book:**
*Trade and Employment in Asia*, Routledge (co-edited with Niny Khor).

**Book Chapters:**


**Articles:**


**Other published:**
“An Asymmetric Deal,” The Indian Express, page 15, April 26, 2013. (Op-ed piece)


**Jan Ondrich** – Professor

**Article:**
Eleonora Patachini – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

Lourenco Paz – Assistant Professor

**Articles:**


Stuart Rosenthal – Maxwell Advisory Board Professor

**Article:**

Abdulaziz Shifa – Assistant Professor

**Article:**

Jeffrey Weinstein – Assistant Professor

Geography

Jacob Bendix – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:

Articles:

“Physical Controls on Riparian Vegetation in Mediterranean-Climate Regions”, Hydrobiologia, 719:291-315 (with J.C. Stella, P. Rodríguez-González, S. Dufour)

Peng Gao – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:

Articles:

Peer reviewed journal article

Matthew Huber – Assistant Professor

Book:

Book Chapter:
Article:

Book Review:
Review of “Run to Failure: BP and the Making of the Deepwater Horizon Disaster”. *Contemporary Sociology*, 42(3):400-401

Special Issue Introduction:
“Apocalypse, the Radical Left and the Post-Political Condition.” *Capitalism, Nature, Socialism*, 24(1):6-8 (with Mazen Labban and David Correia)

Natalie Koch – Assistant Professor

Articles:


Susan Millar – Associate Professor

Book Chapters:

Article:
“Permafrost at the Time of the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) in North America”. Boreas. 10.1111/bor.12036. ISSN 0300-9483 (with H.M. French)

Donald Mitchell – Distinguished Professor

Book Chapters:

“‘The Issue is Basically One of Race’: Braceros, the Labor Process, and the Making of the Agro-Industrial Landscape of Mid-Twentieth Century California,” Geographies of Race and Food: Fields, Bodies, Markets. Eds. R. Slocum and A. Saldanha, Farnham, UK: Ashgate, pp. 79-96


Article:
“Labour’s Geography and Geography’s Labour: California as an (Anti-) Revolutionary Landscape,” Geografiska Annaler, Series B, Human Geography 95, pp. 219-233

Mark Monmonier – Distinguished Professor

Book Chapters:

**Article:**

**Book Review:**

**Thomas Perreault** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**


**Book Chapters:**


**David J. Robinson** – DellPlain Professor of Latin American Geography

**Book reviews:**

Review of "Enemy in the Blood: Malaria, Environment and Development in Argentina" JLAG, 12(2): 264-266

**Jonnell Robinson** – Assistant Professor

Other published Syracuse Community Geography website: (www.communitygeography.org)

Other published:


Child Care and

**Tod Rutherford** – Professor and Chair


Farhana Sultana – Associate Professor

Articles:


John Western – Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor

Book review:

Robert Wilson – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:

Other published:
**Jamie Winders** – Associate Professor

**Books:**


**Book Chapters:**


**Article**
**History**

**Alan Allport** – Assistant Professor

**Book reviews:**

**Andrew Cohen** – Associate Professor

**Article:**

**Albrecht Diem** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapters:**


**Other published:**
The Hildemar Project (www.hildemar.org) in collaboration with Julian Hendrix, Bruce Venarde, Mariel Urbanus and Corinna Prior.
Michael Ebner – Associate Professor

Book Review:

Carol Faulkner – Associate Professor and Chair

Book:
Lucretia Mott’s Heresy: Abolition and Women’s Rights in Nineteenth-Century America

Amy Kallander – Assistant Professor

Book:
Women, Gender, and the Palace Households in Ottoman Tunisia, Austin: University of Texas Press.

Book Chapters:


Article:
“From TUNeZINE to Nhar 3la 3mmar: A Reconsideration of the Role of Bloggers in Tunisia’s Revolution”, Arab, Media, and Society, 17.

George Kallander – Associate Professor

Books:


Book Reviews:

**Norman Kutcher** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Elisabeth Lasch-Quinn** – Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Encyclopedia Entry:**

**Andrew Lipman** – Assistant Professor

**Book Reviews:**


**Laurie Marhoefer** – Assistant Professor

**Book Reviews:**


**Dennis Romano** – Dr. Walter Montgomery and Marian Gruber Professor of History

**Book Review:**
**Mark Schmeller** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Martin Shanguhyia** – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Other published:**

**David Stam** – University Librarian, Emeritus

**Book Chapter:**

**Margaret Susan Thompson** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**

**Book Review:**
International Relations

Francine D'Amico – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Book Review:**
Political Science

Kristi Andersen – Chapple Family Professor of Citizenship and Democracy

Article:

G. Matthew Bonham – Professor

Article:

Mehrzad Boroujerdi – Associate Professor

Book:

Book Chapters:


Articles:
“Farhang Siyasi Jame’h az Farhang Hamegani Joda Nist [Political Culture is not Separate from Popular Culture],” Shargh (2 Esfand 1391/20 February 2013), p. 11 [in Persian].

Other published:

Keith Bybee – Paul F. and Hon. Joanne Alper ’72 Judiciary Studies Professor

Articles:


“The Limits of Debate or What We Talk About When We Talk About Gender Imbalance on the Bench,” Michigan State Law Review, pp. 1481-98.

Matthew Cleary – Associate Professor

Articles:

Elizabeth Cohen – Associate Professor

Book Chapter

Article:

Other published

Colin Elman – Associate Professor

Article:
Margarita Estevez-Abe – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Article:**

Christopher Faricy – Assistant Professor

**Other published:**

Shana Gadarian – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**
Anxiety, Immigration, and the Search for Information, Political Psychology (with Bethany Albertson)


Jonathan Hanson – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Article:**
Margaret Hermann – Gerald B. and Daphna Cramer Professor of Global Affairs

**Book Chapter:**

Thomas Moylan Keck – Associate Professor and Chair

**Article:**
“The Roberts Court, Seven Years In.” *Extensions: A Journal of the Carl Albert Congressional Research and Studies Center*, pp. 5-10.

Audie Klotz – Associate Professor

**Book published**

**Book Review:**

Daniel McDowell – Assistant Professor

**Other published:**
“Yen’s History a Cautionary Tale for the Yuan’s Future” – commissioned article for China-US Focus, August 7, 2013 (syndicated by Real Clear World, August 8, 2013)


Glyn Morgan – Associate Professor

**Article:**
**Book Reviews:**


Review of *The Once and Future Europe* by David Marquand. *Political Theory,* May 2013

**Sarah Pralle** – Associate Professor

**Other published:**


**Hans Peter Schmitz** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapters:**


**Articles:**


**Other published:**

Rights-based approaches to development: from rights ‘talk’ to joint action, open Global Rights, November 27, openDemocracy. Invited reply to a Brian Atwood (former USAID administrator) column.


Yuksel Sezgin – Assistant Professor

Book:

Book Chapter:

Other published

Brian Taylor – Associate Professor

Article:
“Police Reform in Russia: The Policy Process in a Hybrid Regime.” *Post-Soviet Affairs*, published online. 30 pages.

Book review:

Other published:


Stuart Thorson – Donald P. and Margaret Curry Gregg Professor

Article:
Public Administration and International Affairs

William Banks – Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor; Board of Advisors Distinguished Professor (Law)

Books:


Book Chapter:

Article:


Stuart Bretschneider – Laura J. and L. Douglas Meredith Professor

Article:

Stuart Brown – Professor of Practice

Book:
Renée de Nevers – Associate Professor

Book Chapter:

Sarah Hamersma – Assistant Professor

Articles:


Yilin Hou – Professor

Book:

Articles:


Soon Hee Kim – Professor

Book:

Articles:

**Sharon Kioko** – Assistant Professor

**Article:**


**W. Henry (Harry) Lambright** – Professor

**Book Chapter:**


**Leonard M. Lopoo** – Associate Professor

**Book Chapter:**


**John McPeak** – Associate Professor and Vice Chair

**Other Published:**


**Ines Anja Mergel** – Assistant Professor

**Book:**

“Praxishandbuch Soziale Medien in der Oeffentlichen Verwaltung” (German edition), [Translation: Social Media Handbook in the Public Sector], Springer VS, Heidelberg, Germany (with Mueller, P., Parycek, P., Soenke, S.)
**Articles:**


**Tina Nabatchi** – Associate Professor

**Articles:**


Rebecca Peters – Assistant Professor

Article:

David Popp – Associate Professor

Articles:


David Van Slyke – Louis A. Bantle Chair in Business and Government Policy

Book:
*Complex Contracting: Government Purchasing in the Wake of the US Coast Guard’s Deepwater Program*. Cambridge University Press.

Book Chapter:

Article:

Peter Wilcoxen – Associate Professor

Book:
**Book Chapters:**


**Douglas Wolf** – Gerald B. Cramer Professor of Aging Studies

**Book Chapter:**

Public Affairs

William Coplin – Professor and Chair

Book:

Allan Mazur – Professor

Book:

Book Chapter:


Articles:


“Testosterone is Related to Deviance in Male Army Veterans, but Relationships are not Moderated by Cortisol,” coauthor. Biological Psychology, 96C: 72-76.

“Testosterone and Type 2 Diabetes in Men,” The Aging Male.

Sociology

Marjorie DeVault – Professor

Invited Essay:
“Institutional Ethnography: A Feminist Sociology of Institutional Power”.

Cecilia Green – Associate Professor

Article:

Prema Kurien – Professor

Book Chapter:

Articles:

Other published:


Andrew London – Professor

Book:
**Book Chapters:**


**Articles:**


**Amy Lutz – Associate Professor**

Book Chapters:

“How Similar Educational Inequalities are Constructed in Two Different Systems, France and the U.S., and Why They Lead to Disparate Labor-Market Outcomes”, *The Children of Immigrants at School: A Comparative Look at Integration in the United States and Western Europe.* Eds. Richard Alba and Jennifer Holdaway, NYU Press (with Richard Alba, Roxane Silberman, Dalia Abdelhady, Yaël Brinbaum)


**Yingyi Ma – Associate Professor**

Book Chapters:

“Gender Inequality: Returns to Educational Investments." *Sociology of Education: An A to-Z Guide.* SAGE Publications (with Gokhan Savas)

Other published:

Madonna Harrington Meyer – Professor

Book Chapter:

Article:

Jacqueline Orr – Associate Professor

Articles:


Arthur Paris – Associate Professor

Book Review:
Gretchen Purser – Assistant Professor

**Book Chapter:**

**Articles:**
“Ethnographies of Uncertain Futures/Notes from the Field (an Interview with Gretchen Purser by Lindsey Bell).” *North American Dialogue: Journal of the Society for the Anthropology of North America*, 16(2): 79-85.


Merril Silverstein – Marjorie Cantor Endowed Professor

**Articles:**


Janet Wilmoth – Professor

**Books:**


**Book Chapters:**

**Articles:**


“A Web-Based Survey Designed to Assess Older Adults’ Daily Lives.” *Sociologias*, 14: 120 – 144 (with Martin Sliwinski, and Jacqueline Mogle).